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Address Saint-Gobain Isover Benelux B.V. 
Parallelweg 20 
4878 AH Etten-Leur 

Country Netherlands

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Manufacturer of Glass Wool filters, sound insulating material, fireproof panels

The Insulation Activity is compromised of production of glass wool (TEL process), rock wool, acoustic and specialty ceilings and distribution of foams
(in partnership with the major chemical producers).

The Insulation Activity creates, through the international brand ISOVER, efficient implementation solutions that provide safe comfort for everyone in
their homes and help protect the environment.

Its products are marketed in the form of panels, rolls, loose wool and shells. They are primarily for the building market: insulation of roofs, walls and
floors to reduce energy consumption and noise and to maximize comfort.

Apart from these uses in new construction and renovation, part of the sales is in technical insulation of the most complex industrial facilities as well as
in specific markets such as soil-less growing systems.

The specific ceilings and metal framing sector is a major development focus: professional appreciate the technical expertise in the Insulation activity,
with brands such as ECOPHON, EUROCOUSTIC, API, GABELEX, PLAFOMETAL...

Glass veil is a non-woven material composed of uniformly distributed glass fibers bound by organic additives. In addition to traditional urea and
melamine based binders, our research and development department continuously test new binder formulas to provide innovative solutions, i.e. soft
touch glass veil for mineral wool surfacing, formaldehyde free glass veil for indoor air quality, binder based on renewable resources, etc

Because it does not rot and thanks to its performances in terms of dimensional stability and fire resistance, glass veil is the preferred material for the
reinforcement of waterproofing membranes, surface mineral wool insulation products, etc.

As well as for construction applications we also offer glass veil for industrial uses such as filtration, PCB, battery separator, headliners and composites.
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